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       If Michael Steele doesn't make you sad, well, then there's radio host
Rush Limbaugh, no longer content with wanting the President to fail,
Rush is now calling out Mr. Obama as a girly man. 
~David Shuster

Most of us entered journalism and joined "news organizations" because
we care about the greater good. We strive to comfort the afflicted and
afflict the comfortable. 
~David Shuster

Prosecutors tend to love conspiracy charges because the rules of
evidence are easier, meaning you can get more in to help prove a
crime. 
~David Shuster

Most conservative and progressive talk radio is primarily just that -
bloviated opinion and whacky viewer calls. 
~David Shuster

There are a lot of folks at Fox News who bring a certain level of
sophistication to their understanding of politics. 
~David Shuster

As for UFO's ... I do believe there is a dimension that we don't
understand. Not sure about little green martians, though. 
~David Shuster

Many conspiracies are not criminal, even conspiracies that involve
slamming somebody. 
~David Shuster

Critics of Fox News have pointed out that Fox News does partisan
propaganda, and there's ample evidence on a daily basis. 
~David Shuster
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MSNBC will never be as liberal as Fox is conservative. 
~David Shuster

I thought Obama was brilliant. He's so informed. He's circumspect. He's
articulate. He's thoughtful. Well, I think in my lifetime, there's never
been anything like it. 
~David Shuster

Meet the Press is the oldest and most treasured public affairs show on
television. 
~David Shuster
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